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The following table outlines the key characteristics of the potential Harrington activewear customer:
Demographics. Backward integration and direct collaboration with manufacturers were becoming more
apparent to develop stylish attire. The brand already has a more relaxed image, in addition to a very low
percentage of consumers who felt this element of the Drain Allotted ten value AT ten Drain. With lackluster
sales, Harrington began looking for other opportunities to infuse cash quickly into the business and attract new
customers. What is the expected outcome of each of the targeting scenarios? And consumers are willing and
able to buy high-end active wear. Management also needs to consider if new product line requires a separate
brand extension or existing vigor division would serve the purpose. Potential retail trade Because of the Vigor
has laid a foundation, with a number of loyal customers. Targeted at the high-end market is the original
intention of Harrington Collection. Active wear In recent years, more and more of the company launched its
own active wear products, just like hoodie, pants, and tee-shirt. Furthermore, our financial timeline analysis
indicates the new product lunch would be break even 3 years before any depreciates, making this launch in the
Vigor division a profitable venture for Harrington Collections, in consideration of the current price
complementation of the expected price range of both current product, as well as the new active wear products.
Companys internal analysis is also necessary to assess whether specialty and departmental stores would
support the activewear product line. Additionally, management also expected that by , 40 percent of the fifteen
million customers would choose the better category. The second weakness is that the company does not have
the ability to produce activewear in-house. Manufactory strategy Harrington Collection does not set up
overseas factories in Asia or outsourcing, for two reasons. This strategy improves the cost of product, but it
will help to enhance the brand image. The third strength that can help Harrington to enter this market is that it
would target the activewear line to the same target market it already has. As the advantages of these stores that
belong to the same forest senior enterprise distribution strategy can be effective implementation. In these
stores, Harrington Collection can be unified planning, unified propaganda, to help establish and enhance brand
image. They targeted women of different ages, different background, and different family income. The first it
the company's strong brand. For example, marketing money will likely be shuffled from older lines to promote
the new activewear line. Financially, activewear has the opportunity to turn around the company's fortunes.
Activewear is large and growing rapidly, and this growth in revenue could improve Harrington's bottom line
significantly if the company can capture a decent share of the activewear market at the high end. As the Vigor
active-wear manufacturing group, this part of the investment is very high. However, in this distribution
channel, the prices of the previous link directly decide the latter part of the cost. As the company evolved
however, it incorporated suits, pants, blouses, coats and other professional dress items into their offerings. As
the targeted age of the customers is younger than the others product lines, this line is full of fresh and flexible.
After Harrington Collection released Vigor series active-wear, the two companies will certainly respond. If
management decides to shift towards active wear market, it would require Harrington to leave its high-end
market. Mass merchandisers got the 3rd position with  The second strength that can help Harrington to enter
the activewear market is that the company has established distribution channels. However, the establishment
of a new product line requires the purchase of new equipment, the new plant, equipped with the appropriate
staff. However, even the prospects of the market were perfect, but it still had a high risk to invest. Problem
identification In , Harrington Collection, a large manufacturer and retailer of U. Both the two storefronts
implement the same plan and strategy, with a certain degree of stability and integrity, and at the same time are
able to avoid the vicious competition among the channel members. Analysis of the potential market and sales
for Management analyzed that in the year , around 7. In this competitive market, quality of service has become
an increasingly important factor for success and survival in the hotel and tourism industry. By launching the
new line active wear we could attract more customers from Moderate and Budget classifications and make
more sales.


